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THE BG NEWS
Monday

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Local convenience store brings Lebanese cuisine to Bowling Green

November 13.2006
Volume 101. Issue 57
WWWBGNEWSCOM

South side sensation

Cuban dictator
not expected to
survive 2007
By H.idi Gricur
Reporter

U.S. medical spies
predict Fidel Caslto

South Side Six, a carryout located on the corner of
Napoleon and South Main
streets, offers more than the
usual beer and cigarettes.
So Shaheen, owner and manager, stands behind a counter
covered with bags of fried and
seasoned pita chips, baklava
and containers of hummus and
grape leaves. Behind him hunks
of seasoned beef, lamb and
chicken spin on gyro cones that
keep them sizzling and adds to
the uniquely spiced smell that
pervades the restaurant.
So and his wife, Amal,
bought the carryout in 1992,
and from day one had a vision
to serve Lebanese food. Finally,
in August 2004. that dream
became a reality.
South Side Six now offers deli
and bakery items, sandwiches
such as gyros and falafel, salads and munchics including
wings and onion rings. They
also cater for large events and
sell party trays.
Back in the kitchen of South
Side Six, a cousin of So's
named Eman Shaheen makes
meat, cheese and spinach pies
called Fatayer, while her young
daughter washes dishes. Eman
learned the recipe, which isn't
written down, from her mother
in Lebanon.

will die soon from
cancer | Page 6

Memorial wall
built for victims
of Flight 587
Relatives and friends
of people in the crash
come together to
remember. | Page 6

Toledo fire kills
two adults, two
children
Four people are dead
after a fire destroys
a Toledo home
Saturday | Page 7

Podcasts are

back!
Listen to audio news
updates everyday on
your walk to class
bgnews.com/podcast

BG basketball
teams take the
court

"1 don't put like one table-

spoon, I just throw it in, some
people measure but 1 don't.
Every time I make them, I learn
a bit more," Eman explained.
"Now I think they're perfect.
My daughter is learning with
me. She'd rather help than sit
at home."
While she deftly spread
the dough and filled pies, she
explained how the food ends
up tasting so good.
"Onions and garlic. Without
them, our Lebanese food would
taste like nothing," she said.
Eman begins listing ingredients off the spice rack.
"Cayenne pepper, 7 spice,
cumin, citric acid, mint, sumac
— oh." She stops to explain she
couldn't find the sumac earlier,
and grabs it off the shelf, adding it to her mixture,
"Whoever buys the last ones
will have the sumac in them,"
she said. "Pakistanis use a lot
more spices. I went to a store in
Pakistan, and I thought we had
a lot of spices, but no."
So and Amal make trips up
to Dearborn, Mich., to find a lot
of the ingredients they use in
their food. So explained there
are a few differences between
making these dishes at home
and for a restaurant.
"If you just need a few things
you can go to the Tiger Market
or something like that in
See SENSATION | Page 2

SIDE SUPPLIES
Beer List
■ Imports Irom: Belgium,
Holland, Germany, Japan.
China, Czech Republic.
Scotland. Wales. Ireland.
England, Vietnam, South
Africa, Lebanon, Italy.
Canada. Bavaria. Austria.
Mexico, Australia. France
■ Buy it by the bottle or in
six-packs.

Other Beverages:
■ Wine
■ Sake
■ Fermented Cider

A few interesting
microbreweries:
■
■
■
■

Dead Guy Ale
Chocolate Stout
Arrogant Bastard Ale
Buckeye Brewing Co.
Hippie IPA
■ Hebrew — the Chosen
Beer

Grill hours:

■ II a.m. to 9 p.m.

Carryout open:
MARIA HUMMER

■ Monday through Thursday
7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
■ Friday 7 a.m. to 12 a.m.
■ Saturday 8 a.m. to 12 a.m.
■ Sunday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.

THE BG NEWS

ON THE SIDE: Fikre Mohammed, a chef at South Side Six. uses unique spices, meats and
sauces to create a gyro for a customer.

CAMPUS

Both men's and

Students form local literary society

women's basketball
start the season with

BRIEF

wins | Page 8
By Ella Fowl.r
Reporter

Students Rebecca Halsey and
Emily Shreve felt the English
department lacked a sense of
community.
So at the end of last year, they
decided to create The Black
Swamp Literary Society.
"Professors only take discussions so far in class and we
wanted to expand on those
topics," said Samantha Meyers,

U.N. resolution
to pull Israeli
troops vetoed

senior and co-content exet u
tive of the society.
Other departments come
together to form a sense of community by creatingorganizations
that Involved what they loved the
most. Halsey and Shreve realized
that there were no organizations
for them to talk about their love
of literature.
With nowhere to go to discuss
topics tackled in class, the students decided to create a forum
and space to do so.

"I started ihis organization
because |of| just being in class
and wanting to talk more about
books, but having nowhere to
go," said Halsey, senior and cooutreach executive of the society.
"1 wanted to find other people
who wanted to talk about things
that mattered."
The society isn't a traditional
organization on campus because
it is run differently than most.
"We don't have the traditional
executive board," said Shreve,

BGSU employee
suspended pending
investigation

senior and co-content exei utive
of the society. "We have organizational executives, who deal
with the secretary and treasurer
aspects, content executives who
deal with the literary side of

An employe afffated mth the
Northvwst Oho Book Depository. vM 6
operated by BGSU. was suspended with pay
OctftpenrJng the outcome of an internal
■^Ktx^eonre^tothepossilerrishaiv
ring of University funds The employee was
cbresed by the Llriversty ai Nov Z and
the investigation nto the matter continues
Because the iwstxjaoon s cocprxj the
University is unabe to share further information at thrs time

things and outreach executives
who deal with publicity. Each
seat has two people."
Involvement in the organization doesn't demand much time
from its members.
See SOCIETY | Page 2

American veto sparks
criticism in furious
Middle East officials

| PageS
Baghdad bomber
kills recruits in

Lampus groups create
Thanksgiving food drive
By Janecn Morgan

suicide explosion

Reporter

Several attacks hit
Iraq yesterday, and
the death toll is still
rising | Page 5

I

Should the U.S. send
help to Darfur?

SAMANTHATUFT.
Freshman. Psychology
"We need to get our
troops home and
stop meddling in
other people's
problems" | Page 4

I
I

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 50, Low: 32

TOMORROW
Mostly Cloudy
High: 50. Low: 37

The Office of Residence Life and
the Catholic Newman Club are
spearheading a Thanksgiving
food drive in an effort to help
unfortunate families in and
around Bowling Green.
In the past, the Office of
Residence Life has partnered up
with some other organizations
to sponsor different drives within the dorms, but this year is the
first time in a long time the two
have paired up for a food drive.
"In the time I've been in my
current position [six yearsl, we
have helped out with different
drives within the halls," Nick
Hennesey, associate director
of Residence Ijfe said. "We do
all kinds of drives ranging from
food to clothes to books. If any
organization comes to us with
ideas about a drive, we help
them out by providing the boxes
and giving permission."
One group who really took
interest in the awareness for
hunger, Hennessey said, was
the Ballroom Dance Society
whose president decided to
get his organization involved
in the drives.
"In the past, it depended on
the different organizations who
wanted to help, but I can say that
our drives have been successful," Hennessey said.
Hennessey also feels this one
IThanksgiving drive] is more

GIVING THANKS
Bowling Green lends a helping
hand to solving the problem of
world hunger.
■ Every year, 15 million
children die ot hunger
■ Three billion people in the
world today struggle to
survive on U.S. $2 a day.
■ One of every eight children
under age 12 in the U.S. goes
to bed hungry every night.
Source: www.librarythinkquest.org/

successful because students feel
the need to give to those unfortunate families.
The food being collected
will be distributed to households in and around Bowling
Green so families can have a
Thanksgivingdinner they might
not otherwise have had.
"This drive started Nov. 6 and
will go through Nov. 20. We are
looking at giving the food to St.
Thomas More University Parish,
Martha's Soup Kitchen and St.
Aloysius Church," Jeremy Basty r,
vice president of the Catholic
Newman Club and coordinator
of the food drive, said.
Boxes have been placed in
all the residence halls and in
two convenience stores on campus, which are Temptations in
Offenhauer and Chily's near
Commons dining center.
See DRIVE | Page 2

Congo democracy faces challenges
ByMkMbFaul
The Associated Press

KINSHASA, Congo—Among the
biggest challenges Congo's first
elected government in nearly 50
years will face is bringing order
to a chaotic mining sector whose
riches provoked a regional war
that killed millions ol people.
Congo's vast mineral resources are worth an estimated S300
billion over the next 25 years.
In die past, though, the earth!)
riches have only contributed
to misery and today most of
Congo's 58 million people are
mired in poverty.
Endemic corruption is the
major impediment to development, says Babaair Cisse. head of
the U.N. Development Program
in Congo "Our major concern as
a partner is how they can come
up with policies that will fight
corruption in this country — it's
the whole system that needs to
be cleaned up" he said.
The task could mean redrawing contracts with foreign investors worth bill inns of dollars.
"We are agreed that they will
have to review all the contracts,"
Cisse said, "but it's not easy and
there's a lot of pressure coming
from some [countryl partners."
Many question whether a
new government expected to
include players accused of participating in the plunder has the
will to reform, and whether the
international community that
long has condemned mining
practices in the Central African
nation can help.
A parliamentary commis-

ANJAN SUNDARAM

"Our major concern as a partner is how
they can come up with policies that will
fight corruption in this country..."
Babacar Cisse | Head of the U.N. Development Program in Congo

sion report denounces contracts
signed under presidential decree
by incumbent President loseph
Kabila, who has opened up a
large lead over ex-rebel leader
lean-Pierre Bemba in ongoing
vote counting from Oct. 30 runoff
elections. Results in the first multiparty presidential ballot in 45
years are expected by Nov. 19.
"It is hard to imagine that anybody that has to report to a Kabila
government will have the ability
to order the cancellation of contracts that Kabila and his entou-

rage have authorized and benefit bom," said Patricia Feeney,
executive director of the independent London-based organization Rights and Accountability
in Development, or RAID.
The World Bank fears that renegotiating contracts would undermine investor confidence, she
said, while Belgium's government
warned recently of the need to
avoid "a witch hunt" against mining companies.

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
fc

AP PHOTO

PANHANDLING: An unidentified miner sifts through sand and smashed rocks looking
for gold at the town of Mongbwalu. Congo in this Monday. Sept 26.2005 file photo

See CONGO | Page 2
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
942 P.M.
Anne M. Stevens. 30. arrested
for domestic violence at a South
Summit Street home after she
hit her boyfriend in the back,
arm and face for taking too
much time to do the laundry.

THURSDAY
12:37 A.M.
Chad M. Robinson. 18. arrested
for drug abuse, underage consumption, license forfeiture, failure to follow marked lanes and
speed at North Main Street and
Van Camp Road.
2:34 A.M.
Philip A Stanfield. 25. of
Columbus, arrested for theft
of a motor vehicle on North
Enterprise Street. Police found
the vehicle on the 400 block
of East Merry with no driver.
Stanfield was seen running on
East Merry and onto the porch
of an East Merry home. An officer ran to the house and asked
Stanfield if he had been in the
car. Stanfield said yes and then
he was arrested.

609 A.M.
Bryan D. Havermale. 55. of
Toledo, arrested after he was
found asleep on a bench on
South Main Street
10:07 A.M.
Patient at Wood County
Hospital reported a car pulled
out in front of him at Church
and Washington Street, causing
him to crash his bike.

FRIDAY
12:32 A.M.
M. Shaun Steiner. 27. arrested
for criminal trespassing and
disorderly conduct after he was
reported to be pounding on the
door of a South Summit Street
home.
12:50 A.M.
Christopher M. Seelig. 19.
arrested for criminal trespassing
and underage under the influence on Conneaut Avenue.
12:58 A.M.
Holly C. Rehard. 19. arrested for
underage under the influence
on South Mercer Road.
2:43 A.M.
Male reported asleep on a front
porch of an Elm Street home.
2:47 A.M.
North Summit Street resident

SOCIETY

reporting coming home and
finding residence trashed.

From Page 1

2:48 A.M.
Fight reported on East Wooster
Street.
4:16 a.m
Vehicle reported stolen on
South Main Street.
8:21 A.M.
Officer called to West Poe
Road school to check a juvenile for possible drug use. The
juvenile said he had been up
for most of the night studying
and was just on a caffeine high.
Police found no evidence of
drug or alcohol use.
9:57 A.M.
Sign, valued at S200. reported
stolen from a North Main Street
beauty shop overnight.
1:23 P.M.
Back window of vehicle reported
shattered on Thurstm Avenue.
Leather jacket. CD player and
25 CDs also said to be missing.
10:57 P.M.
Adam B. Payne. 20. arrested for
using a fake ID at a North Mam
Street bar.

MARIA HUMMER

SIDEWAYS: Not only does South Side Six offer a menu of authentic Lebanese food and a
traditional selection of alcohol, but also features a wide variety of imported beers.

SENSATION
From I

12:27 AM.
Subject reported two males
pointed a gun at him on East
Wooster Street. The alleged
gunmen left the scene and were
not found when police arrived.

Toledo," he said.
So learned all the tricks of
the trade and recipes he uses
Irom his cousins, who run
carryouts in roledo. Horn in
I iiullay. So is familiar with the
ana. although he spent most of
childhood and a feu years as an
adult in Lebanon.
"This has been a good
community to raise a family and with iliis last conflict in
Lebanon, a number of people
called, were supportive and
wanted to make sure everyone
over there was okay." he said.
South Side Six is open until
midnight on weekends and
serves a lot ol students, but they
also have quite a lew regulars.
Don Shull, an 82-year-old
Bowling Green resident has
been coming to South Side Six

1:13 A.M.
Fight reported at a Fairview
Avenue apartment.

carryoul al least 50 years ago.
simll tells ot a ceremony he

11:42 P.M.
Ryan T. Sabol and Andrew R.
Muntz. both 20. arrested for
urinating in public on East Merry
Street.
11:53 P.M.
Adam R. Dejean. 24. arrested
for assault after a fight in front
of a North Main Street bar.

SATURDAY

2:03 AJrl.
Joseph J. Kress. 19. arrested for
underage under the influence at
Thursbn Avenue and Wooster
Street. An officer saw him carrying
an orange traffic cone and Kress tried
to hide it when he saw the officer
2:03 A.M.
Daniel D. f^duzzi. 24. arrested for
disorderly conduct with persistence after he was seen grabbing
another subject's coat and had to be
restraned by officers on East Court
Street He was uncooperative with
police and had been in a fight earlier
that night.

Since they liuilt the original

brother-in-law and employee]
is so friendly."
Another
student,
Ali
Macharia. said "It's got everything, and it's not very expensive For the average student."
South Side Six has a lot of
diverse products. In one corner
is a cigar humidor, in a side room
is a beer ease featuring one of the
best import selections in town,
and on lop of the cigarette case
are Argelehs or hookahs with
tobacco and charcoal
Sensitive to their close proximity in student apartments on
Napoleon Road, there are also
toiletries and food supplies. And
every Thursday they offer one

to provide a forum

"What you put into this organization is what you get out of
it," Halsey said.
Shreve said the society
offers something different to
campus, something that has
been lacking.
"Our basis in literature
is something that is unique.
There is not anything open to
the entire campus that involves
literature," Shreve said.
The society meets every
other Tuesday in 223 East Hall.
They gather together to talk
about their passion — books.
The society is open to all students interested, no matter
what their major.
"Our main goal is to provide
a forum and space for people
to get together and discuss the
things they love," Shreve said.
"We believe in the power and
importance of literature."
The organization tackles a
variety of different topics involving literature. They recently had
a guest speaker and sometimes
they will tackle a particular
topic such as poetry, or a certain
book. Other activities include
movie or game nights.
"In our organization wedon't
want you to feel like you have
to read thousands of books
— as long as you like books,
you will fit in," Halsey said.
"We don't want this to feel like
lecture or class."

and space for people

DRIVE

last, we were able to feed aboul
131 families, averaging five families a day." Bastyr said.
Thanksgiving and Christmas
are always those holidays when
people naturally feel the need to
give, which is why some students
think it's a good idea to have this
drive in the residence halls.
"Of course it's a good idea to
haveadrivein the halls," Kandra
Flowers, junior, said. "It just
gives the chance for people who
aren't from line to help those in
need who are from here. I would
donate because it s a great way to
spend extra meal plan money to
ensure that it won't go to waste.
Why not just buy some food for
the needy?"

to get together and
discuss the things

they love."
Emily Shreve | Co-creator

Society members are hoping
to do their part in the community. They have donated books
to the Toledo Correctional
Institute and are hoping
to donate the proceeds of a
recent book sale to the BGSU
Women's Center.
"As a way to get our name
into the community and to do
something fun, we are decorating a room at the Wood County
Historical Society," Shreve
said. "We are also in the beginning stages of organizing a
high school book dub, getting
together students from several
of the area high schools to discuss a book."
Soon, members hope to be
reading books to children at the
Wood County Library.
The organization only has
two meetings left this semes
ter, but is still looking for more
members. On Nov. 14, they are
having an incentives meeting to
give away prizes to new and old
members who bring a friend.

Of Ihe cheapest meals in town

—three gyros for $359.
lohn rindling, a regular customer said, "I came here a while
ago by accident for the three
gyros for $359.1 had one for dinner, one for lunch and one for
dinner. I love gyros — I'm cheap
and I'm poor."

attended al the Howling Green

ElksClub where he was honored
foi being a 56-year member, So
smilingly listened to his tale
and said. "Iiis wife crocheted a
blanket for my firstborn."
"During Homecoming ever]
year, lour or five people will
come in and go through their
memories, say they used to
work here, or come here and
point out what's changed in the
Store," So said.
University student Lindsay
Gadberrj said, "I used to live
close by, but now we drive
across town to come here.
I coriie because \aj. |So's

"Our main goal is

MARIA HUMMER
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6YR0T0G0: Lex* fot the famous "Gyro
Mobile" around towi advertising, South Side Six

From
Bastyr hopes to get as much
food as possible to help out
many families in the area.
"There are some food pantries
in the community which are low,
so by going to other pantries that
have an overstock of food, this
will hopefully help us to get as
much food as possible," he said.
Bastyr said this is the Catholic
Newman Club's first time to
help sponsor the drive, so they
are hoping this drive will help
families and establish a name
for their group,
"When this drive was done

CONGO
From Page 1
Nothing has been done to act on
a UN. report that in 2002 recommended thell.N. Security Council
place financial restrictions on 29
mining and airline companies
working in Congo. The companies
were based in Belgium, the British
Virgin Islands. Congo, Uganda,
Zimbabwe, Rwanda, Uganda, and
South Africa
The U.N. report also named

54 people — including international business executives,
military' and government officials — and recommended the
seizure of their personal assets
along with travel bans.
That report called for a review
of all contracts and mining
concessions made during backto-back wars from 1997 to 2001.
Aid groups say an estimated
4 million people died in the
wars and their aftermath, most
from violence-induced hunger
or disease.

Don't be a Turkey
Run to Newlove Rentals
Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main St. (our only office)

(419) 352-5620
114 S. Main St.
Affordable one bedroom apartments above downtown business
AC and laundry on site

525 E. Merry St.
Two bedroom furnished
apartments, close to campus.
Laundry on site.

117 N . Main St.
Great downtown location, lots
of amenities, all different floor ^-»2S
plans.
507 E. Merry St.
Spacious two
bedroom Apts.
close to campus,
Laundry on site,
VERY AFFORDABLE,
Tenant pays electric

www newloverentals.com newlovein(o@newloverentals com
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Florida school offers theme park education
ft
.1. Q:.-_
u N~
By
Noah
Bi.rm.n
MRT
ORUNDO, Ha.—Nicole Downs
was raised by parents who lion
eymoonedai Wall Disney World,
wear Mickey Mouse heads on
their gold wedding hands and
run a replica Monorail around
their Christmas tree instead of
a train.
tared Ward strapped himself
into the Montu roller coaster at
Busch Gardens "as soon as i hit
54 inches" and then persuaded
his mother to drive him to 40
other amusement parks so incould build his "coaster count"
to 152.
It's hard to Imagine this stuff
would give Downs. M. and
Ward. lit. a leg up in writing college torn papers or understand
ing lectures. In fact, it makes no
sense unless the term papers
happen to be about designing
theme parks and the lectures
are held behind the scenes ol

Universal Studios Florida.
The University of Central

Florida has reserved a rare
space in higher education for

"There's actual science in moving guests. If

theme park Junkies like i towns
and Ward. They are enrolled in

they're in line, they're not spending money."

the only school in the United
si.ites where you can specialize in theme park and attraction management,
ProfesSOreal the University of

Central Florida's Rosen School
ol I lospitality take "Wall I lisnev
Sabbaticals' and publish scholarly articles about managing
long lines.
"I here's actual science in moving guests.'' explains Duncan
Dickson. a professor whose 20
years of theme park experience includes training Disnc\
employees in "gucstolngv." one
of several terms invented by the
entertainment company, "if
they're in line, they're not spend
ing money.'
Students learn to speak the
insiders' jargon too, working
in front of the "house" (the
amusement park), delivet
ing "spiels" (scripted speeches for guests in "UVs" (ride

•fsriHu

named loi the Orlando based
company that dots Anuni,.
with Itecl Lobster and Olive
Garden restaurants. On the
left, it's ihe library, underwril
ten by Universal, with a his
torical look ai Disne) World
in the display case, lust ahead ithe "Anhcuscr liusch lieer and

Duncan Dickson | Professor who trains Disney employees in 'guestology'
vehicles) during internships
at DAK (Disney s Animal
Kingdom) or IOA (Universal's
Islands ol Adventure).
I heme park management is
onenfthefastest-growingfieldsof
Stud] .illliellnivcisitv olCcniial
Florida's hospitality school, a
new campus for 2,000 students
in the heart ol theme-park win Id
on Universal Boulevard, a short
drive rrom a restaurant meant to
look like a race1 Hack and lots of
hedges trimmed in the shape ol

eJephantsand mice,
"Where else would you do it?
What otliei city could you do
a theme park stud] track in?"
asked Dickson.
Maybe las Vegas, hut that's
a gamble1
Vegas has moved
avv.iv rrom its brief foray into

family entertainment

rime-share development
is another track at the school
— further setting it apart as
an only-in-Orlando educational institution.
The
hospitality
college
— a peach, tan and yellow
Mediterranean revival building
with a barrel-tile roof, trimmed
hedges and a lavn cake fountain — resembles a clubhouse
in a gated suburban golf com
munity. It overlooks an actual
golf resort built by hotelier I larris
Rosen, whose SHI million dona
lion helped establish the hospitality school as an independent
college within the Univeisitv ol

Central Florida in 2004.
I.ike Orlando, the school is
awash in product placement.
Turn right alter the entrance
to gel to the I )arclen Auditorium,

GET A LIFE

\\ Inel all

Government. Non Profit
Job & Internship Fair
Union 202

Harvest Dinner
Founders Keepers food Court

We aie cletiiiiielv not the
Uniwisiu oi Disney. We have
a lot of different partners in the
theme park world.'' Professoi
Scott Lee said as he showed oil
the campus.
Theme-park Industr) execu
tfves help craft the school's
runic ilium, meaning students
aren't likely to get too much
skepticism about the industry,
ISv the end ol one i lass, slu
dents aie required to explain
how fireworks are used toentei
lain. And in the sixth week ol
"Product Development in the
Theme Park and Attraction
Industry," students learn hem to
accommodate the special needs
of celebrity visitors.

Peace Corp Info Session
Union 318

Transgender/lntersex 101
Union 201

ONGOING

In Stabiano: Exploring the
Ancient Seaside Villas of
the Roman Elite
Toledo Museum of Art

Internet mall caters to shoe-lovers
By Doris Hajewski
MRT

MILWAUKEE - A Chippewa

MICHAll TEttCHA

CHECK IT OUT: DePaul University senioi Alexis Presses, left, conducts an orientation tour ol the school Lincoln Paik campus lor prospective students and their parents in Chicago. III.

College recruitment boosted by
spirited student tour guides

Palls, Wis., company once
known for men's work boots is
lying its fortune io shoe lash
lonistas who buy the latest
styles on the Internet.
Mason Shoe Co., which celebrated iis loot h anniversary
two years ago. has relaunched
its tast-growing Shoemall.eom
site with a new look and new
shopping tools.
"We realize women rcallv
love shoes." said Adrienne
Mailman, Interne) director
of Shoemall. Mason always
has sold shoes directly to
consumers. In the earl) days,
Ihe sales were made by doorto-door salesmen. Later, ihe
company switched io catalog
sales, and it put its catalogs on
Ihe Internet in 1999. By then,
women's shoes had emerged
as the faster-growing pan of
the business.
We've basicallv reinvented
out selves, said Dan I linn,chief

executive officer ol Mason.
Shoemall, now Mason's fast-

MARK HOFFMAN

STACKS OF SHOES
Emerson retrieves shoes (or packaging onfl
m Chippewa Falls. Wis.
esl glowing division, racked
up$45 million in sales in 2005.
The company doesn't reveal
total sales.
I heproductofferingthrough

Shoemall is a big expansion
lor Mason. Ihe site has 10,000
sivies under inn brand names.
brands include Crocs. Steve
Madden, Met roll. I i.inc oNai to.
Clarks, Camper. Rocket Dog.
Naturalizes Donald I'lmei and
\qualalia. I he site also has
men's brands, including Stacj
Adams and Bostonian.

ByPitric.M. Jon.s

'
CHICAGO
Maybe ii was the
way she executed the perfect
backward walk while talking
quickly and smiling constantly.
Maybe it was her professional
style — a dark, long skin, crisp.
white blouse and trendy, furry
boots. Or maybe it was her sharp
command of the facts with just a
him of funny, observational wit
Whatever it is, Alexis Presseau
— who conducts college lours
five days a week for Del'aul
University —has it.
You might call her I he (loser,
the college student who has ben i
t here a nil done that a nd ca n help
crystallize for prospective sin
dents all the good feelings that
any university can muster. She
does it all without tripping backward once in a one-hour informational trek across DePaul's

gym that left the crowd wideeyed with approval,
One doesn't need a marketing
survey to realize what a great
campus tour by a great campus
lour guide can mean.
"It can make or break a student's decision about which
school in attend," said Todd
Olson, assistant clean ol admissions and outreach program
director at Carlctnn College, a
private liberal ails college in
Norlhlield, Minn.
"We actually have some nun
guides at Carlelon who are real
superstars, and we depend on
them in the admissions proi rss. Olson said. "I think the
ie.il keys arc personality, honesty and connecting with pro
spective students and their par
nils on the tour."
So this time of year, many students like Presseau become the
official lace of their campuses,

Lincoln Park campus,

supplementing school-sampling

"follow me, follow me," 21year-old Presseau, a Del'aul
senior, instructed a group of
nearly 20 parents and students
on a cold day recently as she
wove her way through academics, student dorm life, college
food, the campus quad, and
what to do if you feel threatened,
and showed off a state-of-the-art

activities like such as talking with
admissions officials, silting in on
classes oi meeting professors,
Some prospectfvestudents and
theit families try to get the flavor
of a campus by viewing a video
tour online or getting hold of the
many commercially produced
college lour IADs. Marqucttc
University in Milwaukee is one

oi ihe liisi schools in the nation
io offer lice video lours ihai can
be viewed on an il'od.
But taking an ai tu.il rather
than a virtual whirl around
campus and hearing ihe (acts
from a current student are
still a vital part of the college
courting process.
Del'aul guides like such as

PODcnsTiriG

^^»

approach enthusiasm.
Fernando Planas, associate
director of admissions at the
University of Illinois al Chicago,
echoes that sentiment.
"What we want is someone
who can obviously reflect a positive image of Ihe university and
someone who is open to men
ing a diverse group ol people,"
Planas said. Hut we don't expect
them to he admissions people.
We want lliein to talk about what
it is like to be a student."
Presseaus has got that part
down pat. She has received more
'excellent'' ratings from visitors
than any other DePaul guide,
according to Ashley Mcknight
Phillips, a junior who serves as
tour guide coordinator.
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MARISSA SARGENT
General Manager,
Catering and Greenery
Proudly serving you
since 2001.

Fun Facts
■ I worked as a chef for almost
and music industry.
• I love throwing parties for
my family and friends
for no reason.
-I am a culinary graduate

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'07 May/Aug. Leases
Now Available
Call 419-352-9392
|or www.frobosercntals.com
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSK RENTALS

Have some lime between classes ' Don't waste ii! Go to Ihe library to
do some research, reread oi rewrite your notes from class, review yout

twelve years in the television

HOUSES!

who has 29 pairs of black shoes.
i hat's right, I h

DAILY ADVISING TIP

Presseau gel Sin pet one-hour
tour. Manuel French, associate
director ol admission admissions, says he looks for student
guides who are upperclassinen

and have mat "Rah, Rah, DePaul"

\s part nl ihe fall marketing push lor Shoemall,
Mason has just mailed its lust
shoemall catalog and has
hired I aiighlin/Consiahlc of
Milwaukee Io create ihe coin
panj s higgesi ad campaign.
lint the new ad campaign
is aimed square!) al women,
with the tagline "We know how
much you lovesbxx
One ol tin- .ids says: "We
recent!) heard ol a woman

of Johnston and
Wales University.

- on upcoming assignments, oi anything else lhal cm help you
si.iv ahead!
S|„,

,,ll,. Id

u\,h,„ik

OPINION

"Actually. I thought we were going to do fine [Tuesday], shows what I know."
- George W. Bush, addressing mid-term elections, from Time.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Should the United States send help to Darfur?
"Yeah, we should help

"No, we've got too

"We're like the world

"I have no idea where

out where we can."

much on our plates

police, we always

that is."

right now."

intervene, so why not

Have vow own take on

now?"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

ADAM CLARK.
Sophomore. Education

Nine months later: Darfur
still needs our help
-

BRIAN SZABELSKI
OPINION CWUMNIS'

Nine months ago. I brought
up how the world was largely
ignoring Darfur and the chaos
going on there. It was my hope
that, eventually, the «i n hi
would finally realize the terror
unfolding there and do something to stop it.
Since then, nothing has
really changed. Sure, by the
time you're reading this,
NBC's" roday" show will be
airing a special report on
Darfur, but the governments
of the world continue to
ignore this act of genocide.
I his ignorance is absolutely
unacceptable. It's timeforthe
world to get a wake up call and
do something about this.
The lunjaweed, a militia
force made of up of Arab fighters, has been slaughtering the
people ill Sudan for more than
three years. According to an
article from the U.N. News
Service, U.N. officials recently
estimated over 400,000 people
have lost their lives in the conflict, while some two million
more have been driven from
their homes.
Darfur Is no longer only
Sudan's problem. Recent news
reports have confirmed that
the conflict is spreading further into eastern Chad, home to
some 218,000 refugees.
Due to this increase in violence, Sudanese refugees are
toned to move further and
further into Chad to survive,
increasing tensions between
the neighboring countries.
II something is not done
soon, and attacks continue,
then war between Sudan and
Chad is all but inevitable.
Additionally, violence is
spreading into the neighboring Central African Republic,
where on Oct. 30, Reuters
reported that armed fighters
occupied the town of liirao. In
the same story, Central African
Republic President Francois
Bozize accused Sudan of sending the fighters across the border to occupy territory there.
Darfur threatens to
destabilize the entire subSabaran region, potentially
drawing even more countries into the conflict.
Sudan's neighbors have
pleaded to the international
community for peacekeepers,
but those calls have fallen on
deaf ears.
Instead, it appears the
world's major powers only
worry about the problems
of Africa when resources are
affected. The United States
once led a call to help Darfur,
but they were largely ignored.
China has become the latest
country to see Africa as only a
center for natural resources.
The Associated Press reported that a recent summit with
African countries in Beijing led
to billions in Chinese support.
However, this was only in
exchange for greater access of
Africa's natural resources.

In this sense, the response
of the world's major powers
to Alriea is the same as it was
when the continent was divided by Europe's nations.
They still treat countries
more like colonies, but for their
economic resources alone.
Maybe they even think if the
people of Africa wipe themselves out, it'll make it easier to
get to those resources.
I low many more slaughters
is it going to take before the
wen id steps in? How many
more times do we have to hear
of genocides in Africa before

Q: How often do
you cook yourself
a meal (does not
include frozen
dinners!)?

1-3 times a
! week: 43% (53)

Everyday:
28% (34)

someone does something
about it?
The only ones who have
cared are the African Union
and nongovernmental
organizations like Amnesty
International.
In fact, the African Union has
a small peacekeeping force on
the ground in Darfur, but they
have only been able to slowdown lunjaweed forces,
Sudan's own government
does not want U.N peacekeepers) which is also part of the
problem. It's largely believed
that the government, mainly
Arab in ethnic make-up, is supporting the lunjaweed its a way
to remove African Sudanese
from the country.
What's going on in Darfur
tan only hi' desci ibed as ethnic
cleansing. The world always
says never again" when it
comes of genoi ide, yet it keeps
rearing its ugh head.
Because the international
community is sitting on its
hands and nol putting pies
sure on Sudan, the killing
continues.
They're also not trying
to mediate a solution to the
peacekeeping force problem,
instead choosing to remain
silent and watch the slaughter.
The refugees are also suffering from hunger and disease,
as they have been taken away
from their livelihoods and live
closely together in refugee
camps. I low many have died
from disease or starvation isn't
yet known, but the number is
likely significant.
The world's major powers
and their leaders, including
President Bush, must loudly
speak up about Darfur and
stop the suffering. Not in a year,
not in six months, but now.
Each minute we waste on
stopping the genocide in
Darfur is a minute it continues.
It's a minute longer that refugees have to suffer from disease, malnutrition and hunger.
You can do something about
it as well.
Write to Congress and
let them know we want
the problem in Darfur
addressed. Donate to organizations that are aiding the
Sudanese refugees.
lust do something.
It's time someone did
something about Darfur.
Hopefully nine months from
now, 1 won't be writing about
our continued ignorance of
this human tragedy.

JONBOSSCHER
OPINION C01UMN61

With the elections concluded,
the media is awash with reflection on the momentous results.
While it's clear that the
American electorate soundly
rejected the policies of the
Bush administration, particularly in Iraq, a number of

questions remain.
WID the administration be

I eat out
everyday:
11% (14)

I am not allowed
to touch the
stove:
18% (22)

Total
Respondents:
123

The BG News poll is not
>nd reflects the
opinions of only those Internet
users who nave chosen to
participate. The results cannot
be assumed to represent the
opinions of Internet users in
general, nor the pubk as a
whole

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

iti elections over, America
is facing chang es

WEB SITE POLL
I
I
!
I
I

CORISTACEY. Junior.
Nursing

THOMAS GARZA.
Sophomore. Nursing

ALISHA GRIFFIN.
Freshman, Integrated
Math

fe

willing to compromise with
Congressmen and women Bush
Iroldly called defeatists?Will
Democrats, still hitter about the
way they were treated while in
the minority, be willing to put
partisan divides aside in order
to produce results? How many
i >l the newly elected House
and Senate members will Dick
(heney'accidentally" shoot in
the lace?
There is another story behind
this election, however, beyond
die voters' rejection of Bush foreign policy Ibis election marked
the repudiation of a certain type
of politics as well. I he tactics
devised by Republican strategist Karl Rove, better known as
Bush's brain," which vaulted
Republicans to victory after victory for the past 12 years have
utterly failed. It took Americans
sc une time to figure out that
Ix'hind the bitterly divisive
attack ads and appeals to the
most conservative fringes of the
Republican Bartj there was....
we'll, nothing The strategy was
entirely focused on winning
elections with little concern for
the job of governing that would
follow electoral victory.

Despite these shortcomings
and the growing tide of polls
and other indicators suggesting Republicans were about to
suffer a brutal beat down come
Ejection Day, Bush and his pals
Stuck to the Rove playbookto
the very end.
Millions of dollars continued
to be tunneled into Republican
attack ads, and in one of the
most foolish decisions of his
presidency, Bush waited to
fire Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld until after the results
were known. In typical fashion,
the president resolved to show
no signs of weakness or indecision in the midst of a campaign.
But the price of his "strong and
wrong" politics may have been
to lose the election.
like Brangelina or Tomcat, it
is difficult to imagine the BushRumsfeld team - or Bumsfeld"
- living separate lives. Who will
get their lapdog. Condoleeza
Rice? Will Rummy still have
visitation rights with Cheney?
Nonetheless, Congressional
Republicans tire Steaming
because had Bumsfeld broken up before the elections, it
would have lent some much
needed credibility to candidates' assertions that they
planned to pursue new policies
in h at | As it happened, a number of incumbents in moderate
districts took a bath when the
votes were counted.
"Strong tuid wrong" was just
part of the desperate Republican
plan to hold on to their
Congressional majorities. But,
surprisingly enough. American
voters proved more mature
than Karl Rove had given them
credit for. As in elections past,
the Republican bag of electoral
trie Its holds much more than
offensive and vaguely racist
attack ads.

Voter disenfranchisement is
always one to watch for. In Ohio,
Secretary of State Ken Blackwell
who just happened to be running for governor as well, tested
out a new law requiring ID's at
the polls.
niorit worry poor people who
don't have identification, I'm
sure the rich white folks will pick
someone you like.
fortunately for the country,
this sneak-attack on the Voting
Rights Act failed as Blackwell
was unable to reverse the
oncoming Democratic flood.
Another trick, in keeping with
Rove's strategy of appealing to
the "base" (read: right-wing nutbars) involves placing controversial initiatives on local ballots in
order to boost turnout amongst
the aforementioned nutbars.
Amendments banning gay marriage or involving abortion in
any way arc perennial favorites,
for the first time, however, an
amendment banning gay marriage was rejected by voters in
Arizona, again calling into question the logic of appealing only
to the most far-right crazies.
1 Jemocratic strategists like
Howard Dean and Rahm
Emmanuel were roundly
criticized in the lead-up to the
election for spreading their
resources over the entire country
instead of merely focusing their
efforts where victory was most
likely. Instead, Dean and others
asked every American for their
vote and appealed to centrists.
The results speak for themselves:
voters chose rationality and
moderation over fear and division, and thank God they did.
The masses have spoken, and
they want change.
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Vet0 crushes U N draft

String of explosions shake Baghdad
ByQMtABtMr
The Associated Press
BAGHDAD - A suicide bomber.
blew himself up outside a police
leauUllgcenta in llaghdad early
yesterday, killing al least 33 people
and wounding 56, |X)licc said.
i mudsill recruits were gathering outside the center in western
Baghdad^ Nlssui Square when
the bomber detonated explosives
strapped to his body, police l.t.
Maltham Alxliil-Razaci said.
He said the death toll was
expected to rise because many
of the injuries were extremely
serious.
The. attack was one of several
yesterday in the capital, whet esec
larian violence kills scores each
week, lust south ol the city, police
woe searching for gunmen who
killed 10 Shite travelers and kidnapped about SO others Saturday
night along a notoriously danger
mis stretch of highway.
Earlier yesterday, a pair of roadside bombings targeting police
patrols in Itighdad killed at least
six civilians and wounded six others, slid police Cap. Mohammed
Abdul-Gharri
A car bomb outside a market in
Baghdad's primarily Shiite down
town Karradah killed at least one
person and wounded live others, while a similar bomb killed
two people and injured 13 in the
inainK Sunni neighborhood of

- -

By Justin Bergman
The Associated Press

and killed police Brig. AbdulMutalih Hassan as he was leaving his Karradah home for work.
I lassan had been head of a police
unit in charge of registering vehicles that is widely seen as a source
ol corruption.
five people were killed in drive
by shootings in different parts of
Baqouba. 35 miles northeast of
Baghdad. Die victims included a
teacher, taxi driver, laborer, truck
driver and phone company worker, provincial police said.
I'atrols were looking for the
Sunni gunmen who ambushed
a convoy of minibuses at a fake
checkpoint near the volatile
town of lalifiyah, about 20 miles
south of Baghdad in the so-called

Radhwaniyah, Police 1st it. freer
Mahoudsaid.
Unknown gunmen also shot

John
Borton
U.S. ambassador
who says the draft
was biased.

Mangle of Death,
I he gunmen murdered 10
Shiite passengers before taking
their captives to an unknown
location, said the spokesman,
who asked thai his name not be
used because he wasn't authorized to speak to media.
A leading Shiite politician
warned that local tribes had
armed themselves and were
headed to the area to join in the
search, a move likely to set off
even greater bloodshed.
In an address to pariiament.
Abdul-Karhn al-Anzi said the
kidnappers had worn Iraqi army
uniforms. He complained that
security forces were doing little to
capture the hostages.
"Wedemand that the government take quick action to send
troops there in order to know

KHAUD MOHAMMED

the fate of those kidnapped,"
al-Anzi said.
Along with those killed, fivelHHlies—all blindfolded and IMIUIKI at
the wrists and ankles — had also
been recovered in various parts of
eastern Baghdad early yesterday
police said. All had been mutilated

Iiy torture, marking them as victims of death squads that regularly
kidnap rivals from Iraqis Muslim
Sunni and Shiite sens.
Three more bodies were pulled

from the tlgris River in Suwayrah,
25 miles south of Baghdad, morgue
official Maamoun al-Ajili said.

ntatt*»»4**
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1 MONTH
$25>

32 Rooms Ruailable!!

UNITED NATIONS — The
United States vetoed a II.N.
Security Council draft resolution Saturday that sought to
condemn an Israeli military
offensive in the Gaza strip and
demand Israeli troops pull out
of the territory.
U.S. Ambassador lohn
Bolton
said
the Arabbacked draft resolution was
"biased against Israel and
politically motivated."
"This resolution does not
display an evenhanded characterization of the recent
events in Gaza, nor does it
advance the cause of IsraeliPalestinian peace to which
we aspire and for which we
are working assiduously he
told the Security Council.
The veto unleashed a flurry
of criticism in the Middle last.
"I liis decision by the U.S.
government gives unlimited
cover to commit more massacres of innocent Palestinians,
said (ihazi I lamad, spokesman
for the llamas led Palestinian
government. "This is a shame
on the American administration, which says it is try-

aftet Israel launched its offensive in response to the capture
of an Israeli soldier bj Maniaslinked Palestinian militants.
Palestinians strengthened
callsfoi Security! oundlaction
after an early morning Israeli
artillerv barrage in the northern Gaza town nl licit llanoun
killed 19 people Wednesday.
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BOMB TERROR: Iraqis comloit each othei after an explosion in Baghdad yesterday.
A pair ol roadside bombings targeting poke patrols in Baghdad Wled at least six passers-by
and wounded six others, poke said.

NEW CUSTOMERS
2 VISITS FOR $5.00

THE
TANNING
CENTER

ing to promote human rights
and democrat \ in the Middle
East"
U.S. Secretarj of State
Condoleezza Rice said, however, the dralt resolution would
have aggravated ilu- situation
in Gaza because it contained
"inflammatory and unneces
sary language.''
"We do not believe the resolution was designed to contribute to the cause ol peace," she
said in a statement.
In lerusalem. Israeli foreign
Ministrj spokesman Mark
Regev agreed the dralt was
one sided. "It's good thai it
wasn't accepted bj the Security
Council." hi said.
The dralt received in votes
in favor and lour abstentions,
along with the U.S. vote against
Britain, Denmark, lapan and
Slovakia all abstained. The U.S.
is one ol live permanent members ol the council that have
the power to veto resolutions.
It was the Second IIS veto
this year ol a Securirj Council
draft resolution concerning
Israeli militarj operations in
Gaza. I he u.s blocked action
on a document this summer
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American spy agencies predict
Cuban dictator will die in 2007
By Katherine Shndcr
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON

SETHWEN16
REMEMBERING: I ■

ette rotleza rests her hand on the name ol net husband during the dedication of the Flight 587 memoiial on the

Sth anniversary of the cash tn New York. yestetd,T. '

'lenibers those that died Nov. 12.2001.

Wall honors crash anniversary
By Jennifer Peltz

The ANEW YORK
Bells tolled in .1
beachfront neighborhood yes
teidaj n- Eamllies clutching red
roses and photographs gathered
to read the names ol lined ones
killed live years ago 111 the crash
11I American Airlines Might 587.
Mayor Michael Bloomberg
gathered with relatives ol the
260 people killed aboard the airliner and the five killed on the
ground, in the nations second
deadliest air accident, to dedicate a memorial wall bearing
the victims' name-.
"It is a place to which we can
always return to read the names
of those we lost five years ago.
10 share out sorrow and our
memories, and to contemplate
the eternal beauty and grandeiu of the skies and the -CMS.

Bloomberg said yesterday,
A firefighter and a police
officer rang bells at 9:16 a.m..
the time the plane crashed just
minutes after it took oil from
Kennedy Mrporl for a flight to
the Dominican Republii
Some family members then
placed flowers bj the wall, tearfully reading messages to loved
ones in English and Spanish.
The memorial "Is nice, but it's
not going to gel hack to what we
really want, which is to be with

them .\i\{\ 10 talk with them,"
said Gladys Matos, whose aunt,
ins Santana De teosta, was a
passenger on flight 587,
I he curved memorial wall
also hears a quote, in English
and Spanish, from the writings oi Dominican poel Pedro
Mir: "Despues no quiero mas
cpie paz Mleiw.ird I want
only peace
"Now we can touch their
names: we can see their name's
I here,'said llclkisl.ora, president

ol the t ommittee In Memorj ol
I 'light.587, whole isi IUT brother in
the crash. " In me, It's like we're
going to be on board the aircraft
In thai memoiial. Once we go to
the memorial we're going lo be
I here wit hi mi lined ones.''
\na I ora placed a model car
by the name ol her brother.
lose I rancisco Lora, who collected cars 1 he 13-year-old
had been Hying home to the
Dominican Republic after
attending the tii-i birthday
partj oi \n,i I ma's son.
"I feel good being here, but It's
verj painful," Ana I ora said.
The crash on Nov. 12, 2001,
in the quiet neighborhood ol
Belle Harboi further rallied a
cily -.till shaken by the attacks
On the World hade Cenlci just

neighborhood In Manhattan.

The National Transportation
Safety board determined that
a crucial part of the tail fell off
the Airbus A300, and the agencj
blamed pilot error, inadequate
pilot training and overly sensitive rudder controls,
I he road lo building a Flight
587 memorial had its stumbling
blocks. Many families wanted
something at the crash site, but
mam neighborhood residents
said a memorial wouldn't fit in.
"We would like to see some
tiling where the plane came
down, but it's too late now.
said William Fernandez, whose
cousin, Luis Arturo Pichardo,
died iii the crash, rhey built a
house there."
Others In the area, which
was home to many firefighters who died on Sept. II, said
they didn't want a constant
reminder ol the tragedy. Some
proponents of a memorial in
the heavily Irish and Jewish
neighborhood accused critics
ill racism against Dominicans.

In the end, the structure was

two months earlier. Main of

set up about 15 blocks away In
,1 Ic-s residential area near the
Atlantic Ocean. The $9.2 million memorial was designed
bj Dominican Republic native
1 ic Jdy Rodriguez and is being

the victims lived In Washington
Heights, a heavily Dominican

funded With private and pub
lie money.

— The govern

ment believes I idel Castro's
health is deteriorating and that
the Cuban dictator is unlikely to
live through 2007.
That dire view was reinforced
last week when Cuba's foreign
minister backed away from
his prediction the ailing Castro
would return to power by early
December. "It's a subject on
which I don't want lo speculate."
Felipe Perez Rogue told The
Associated Press in i lavana.

U.S. government officials say
there is still some mystery about
Castro's diagnosis, his treatment
and how he is responding, litil
these officials Ix'lievc the Htlyear-old leader lias cancel of the
stomach, colon or pane teas,
lie was seen weakened and
thinner in official state photos
released late last month, and it
is considered unlikely that he

will return to power or survive
thniugb the end of next year,
said the u.s. government and
defense officials, They spoke on
condition of anonymity because
they were not authorized to
speak publicly about the politicallv sensitive topic.
With chemotherapy, Castro
mav Bve up to IS months, said
the defense official. Without it,
expected survival would drop to
three months to eight months.
American officials will not talk
publicly about how they glean
clues to l asm is health. But U.S.
-,pv agencies include physicians
who study pic lines, video, public
statements and other information coming out of Cuba.
A planned celebration of
i astios 80th birthday next
month is expected to draw international attention. The Cuban
leader had planned to attend the

JUVENruD REBUUE
PERILOUS HEALTH: C inn leader Wei
Castro is seen with an Oct 26.2006 copy
of the newspaper The U S government

public event, which already had

believes Castro's health is deteriorating and

been postponed once from liis
Aug. I.ibirthday.

through 2007.

that Ihe Cuban dictator is unlikely to live

New project brings swift care to heart patients
By Marilynn

M.IIchionc

The Associated Press

CHICAGO

Hundreds ol

hospitals around the country
are joining the most ambitious project ever undertaken
lo give taster emergency room
care to people suffering major
hear! attacks.

Fewerthan one-third of such
patients now get their bloc keel
arteries reopened within 90
minutes ol arrival as guidelines recommend. The risk ol
dying goes up \2 percent if
care is delayed even hall an
hour longer.
'Ihcres a very, very large
opportunity here to improve
patient care,'1 said Dr. lohn
brush, a Norfolk. Va.. heart
specialist who helped the

AmericanCollegeofCardiology
design the new project, which
is to he launched Monday at an
American Mean Association
conference in Chicago.
Jim Kern, -17, of Norfolk,
experienced both extremes,
When he had his first heart
attack on Aug. 22. he endured
excruciating pain while Idling'out mundane paperwork
and waiting as triage nurses
changed shifts. It took nearly

four hours to gel proper care.

When he had a second attack
on Oct. 30 — after the hospital
adopted new rapid-care ineasures
doctors "were there
within IT) minutes ol the time
I hit the door and were already,
siariing to do the prep," Kern
said. "The attention and everything I was given was a differ
encco! day and night."
Major medical groups and
government agencies have
endorsed the project, including the National Heart. Tung
and Blood Institute, whose
director. Hi. Elizabeth Nabel,
called it the biggest heart care
initiative since paramedics
we're trained to do CPR In the
early 1990s,
It targets heart attacks
caused by a total or near-total
blockage of a major artery
that prevents enough oxygen
from reaching the heart tissue\hoiit a third or the 865,000
heart attacks in the United
States each year and in million

worldwide are of this type.
The preferred remedy is
angioplasty, In which doctots snake a tube through a
blood vessel in the groin to
the blockage. A tiny balloon
is Inflated to flatten the crud,

and a mesh scaffold called a
Stenl usually is placed lo prop
I he artery open.
Guidelines have long called
for a "door-to-balloon" time
of 90 minutes, "but we just
haven't engineered our emergency rooms 10 cut out some of
these steps that aren't needed"
.mile ausc delays. Nabel said.

Heart attack
warning signs
While it is important for
emergency room doctors to
provide patients with prompt
care, it is also crucial people
know what to look for ,-ind
gel themselves to a hospital if
they encounter the following
symptoms:

■ Chest discomfort that can
feel like uncomfortable pressure, squeezing or fullness in
the center of the chest
■ Pain in aims, back, neck,
jaw ot stomach
■ Shortness of breath
■ Cold sweats
■ Nausea
■ Lightheadedness
Source American Heart Association.
http;//ame>icanheart org

The National Marrow
Donor Progam (NMDP)
will be available to do
Bone Marrow tissue
typing. Tissue typing is
Jive of charge. Please
visit their website at

+

www.niarrow.orii or call

American
Red Cross

888.862.7769x103 for
more information.

Hey Falcons!
It's that time of year again.
American Red Cross
Blood Bowl V
BGSU vs UT!

On ANY
® Tires
Available only at Tlreman

FREE SHUTTLE
TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS

msstmun scumi cunas c

tSS South Mill, Stfoot - Acro«» from ALDI Foods

Find more coupons and details about NttroMax, visit www.thetireman.com

Free Movie:
Accepted

November 13- 16
Student Union
Multipurpose Room

11 am - 5 pm
Come to the drive and get a
Blood Bowl tshirt!

INCLUDES
Chassis Lubs
AM
FREE
Fluid Top-Off »
..!...„ cn»»t

Tuesday- Nov. 14'
Friday- Nov. 17th
Sunday- Nov. 19th

206 Bovven - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Special early showing
every Friday ® 6:30 PM

Presented by UAO

www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organization/uao/movies.htrnl

STATE
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Toledo fire
kills four

TONY DtlAK

TAKING A STAND: Evan DaSilva. 20. looks down at his group's armband He started a group called IDS. winch stands fo* "I Don't
Dnnk and Drive" DaSilva suffered broken bones in his face. leg. hip. arm and wrist after being hit by a drunken driver.

Ohio driving laws fall behind
By Jo* Milieu
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND—Ohio has made
several changes 10 its drunken
driving laws in recent years
but still isn't up to speed with
federal standards for reducing
repeat offenses
It's one of 11 stales lagging
guidelines that call for mandatory license suspensions, jail
time, treatment programs and
ignition interlock devices 01
vehicleimmnbili/ation.ai -i aiding to the National Highwa)
Traffic Safety Administration,
"There needs to be Suffer
penalties for repeat drunk
driving," said Evan DaSilva. a
college student who survived
a ratal crash in March caused
by man with 11 prior drunken
driving convictions.
The crash created outrage in
northeast (Wo where a number
of repeat offenders have made
headlines this year.
Ohio has passed taws Im reas
Ing jail time, making a fourth
drunken driving offense within
six years or a sixth within 20 years
a felony.
"We have revised the state
drunk driving laws extensively.
They now occupy page's and

pages of the revised code," said
state Rep. Bill Seta, a Cincinnati
Republican, "lets k't the judges
understand the current law before
we rewrite it again."
Like most of the 11 states that
fail to meet federal standards, Ohio
laclsavehidecontrol requirement
that all motor vehicles owned by a
repeal offender be immobilized,
impounded or equipped with an
ignition interlock system.

In New Mexico, interlock
devices are required for even
first-time offenders, The stale
has more interlocks installed
per conviction and per capita
than any other state.
I buck Hurley, chief cxecuii\ e officer of Mothers Against
Drunk Driving, called New
Mexico's law a breakthrough.
i lesaid the organization will lie
lobbying for Interlocks In the next
legislative session with a focus
on strengthening laws in several
states, including Ohio
"What we're pushing lor is that
on first offenses after a brief hard
suspension the offender would
gei his work permit sooner if be
has interlock." I lurlcy said
[he interlock device requires a
driver to blow into il before Starting the car. If alcohol is detected,
the car won't start

"It is a 24-hour a day probation
officer that sits in the front of your
car," said Richard Roth, a research
consultant for Pacific Institute of
Research and Evaluation, who
has studied the effects of interlocks in New Mexico.
Offenders who have installed
interlocks in New Mexico have a
60 percent lower repeat rate than
those who do not install them,
said Roth, a Santa le resident
who lobbied for the state to use
the devices.
Seta favors the idea of interlocks, which are an option for
judges in Ohio but are seldom
used. Cost however, is a factor.
In New Mexico, they cost $70 to
install and about S70 a month f< ■
service. The offender pays for the
intcrlockand indigent drivers can
receive help from a slate fund.
Parma Heights Capt dairy
Lauter, whose department
recently arrested a woman
with six prior drunken driving
convictions, said the interlocks
need to be used more and that
judges need to be more consistent in sentencing.
"it's frustrating to some extent,"
Lauter said "In a perfect world
we'd have enough jail space to put
people there so they can't get back
out there."

TOLEDO — Two adults and two
children were killed in a house lire
early Saturday morning, the lire
department said.
Four other people escaped the
small, two-story house by the time
firelighters arrived about 3 am.,
said Battalion Chief Mark Klein. A
34-year-old woman, two 10-yearold boys and a 4-year-old girl were
taken to a hospital to be treated for
smoke inhalation and other injuries, which were not life-threatening, fire officials said.
Those killed were identified as
Rosemary McCallum, 51; Mary
Met allum, 40, and her son lamal
McCallum, 4; and Sanai Thomas,
4, l.t. Steve Starkloff said.
Thomas was identified as lamal
McCaDum's cousin, and the
lire department had not determined the relationship between
Rosemary and Mary McCallum.
Two of the victims were found
in a rear Ixtlnxim right above the
kitchen, where the fire started, and
they were pronounced dead at the
scene. The other two were found
in another second-floor bedroom
and taken to the hospital, where
they were pronounced dead.
The house did not have working smoke detectors and the cause
of the fire was being investigated,
Starkloff said. Two firefighters
received minor injuries.
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Sept. 11 hero gets 'Extreme Makeover'
COLUMBUS IAP) — A Sept.
11 hero who risked his life to
save two police officers at the
World Trade Center will get a
new home from ABC's "Extreme
Makeover: Home Edition."
fasonThomas, 32, an ex-Marine
who works as a security officer
at the Ohio Supreme Court, was
greeted yesterday morning by host
Ty Pennington at Thomas' house
in suburban Whitehall, a spokeswoman for the show said.
The house, where Thomas
lives with his wife and four
children, was scheduled to
be demolished tomorrow and

rebuilt in one week.
Thomas, who lived in New
Icrsey at the lime ol the attacks.
was dropping his daughter olf at
his mother's Ding Island home
when she told him planes had
struck the lowers, i le retrieved his
Marine uniform from his truck,
sped to Manhattan and had just
parked his car when one of the
towers collapsed.
I lis role came to light this year
when he saw the trailer for the
Oliver Stone film "World Trade
Center" about rescue efforts at
the site, which featured the police
resale, and he reluctantly came

forward with his story.
Until then, neither New York
authorities nor the film's producers had been able to locate a man
who identified himself at the site
only as "Sgt. Thomas." and Stone
cast him in the movie as a white
man — ITiomas is black.
"Extreme Makeover: Home
Edition" stars Pennington and
a team that comes in to build
a home lor families in need
Cancer victims, people who
have lost homes to fire and
mold and military families with
injured veterans have all been
in past episodes.
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SIDELINES

First impressions
MEN WIN 89-52
_

.

CROSS COUNTRY
Both men and
women's teams
show improvement
in regional meet

■

The women had their best

■

finish since coming under
the direction of coach Cami

.

Wells, while the men were
once again led by freshman

BG forced 24
turnovers resulting
in 29 points
BG held Denison
to 31.7-percent
shooting
BG won the battle in
the paint, outsconng
Denison 45-10
BG outscored
Denison 21-0 on
the fastbreak
Four Falcons scored
in double.ligures
Every active player
scored points in the
game

Eddie Kipchoge. Full stories
are online at bgnews.com.

WOMEN WIN 68-57

SCHEDULE

■ BG held Detroit
without a field goal
for the final 7:02 of
the first half
~ The Falcons scored
21 points off 25
Titan turnovers
_ BG won the battle in
the paint 26-10
BGs bench scored
25 points compared
to Detroit's four
Detroit was only
able to shoot 24.5percent against a
stout Falcon defense

TODAY
Women's Basketball:
at Notre Dame; 7 p.m

OUR CALL
On the way up
Rutgers: The Scarlet
Knights rallied from
an 18 point deficit

J*SON RSNTNER

to defeat previously

SHOOTERS TOUCH: Ryne Hamblet pitched in lor eight points and eight assists in BGs

undefeated Louisville on

win Saturday against Denison University

JORDAN FLOWER
CHIPPING IN: Mte Achiet. shown above against Ftndlay. helped the Falcons lo hold
Detroit to 24 5-percent shooting in (heir 68-57 win on Friday.

Thursday. The win bumped
the team from No. 13 to No. 6
in BCS rankings.

Team play guides opening win

Defense anchors BG in victory

On the way down
Texas: The defending
national champion

By Colin Wilton

Longhorns went
into Saturday's
game No. 5 in the
BCS. but dropped to No. 1J
after a loss to Kansas State,
ruining their chances of a
repeat.

The List
This week in the NFL some
familiar faces made the list
of top five fantasy football
performers:
1. LaDainian
Tomlinson (below):
Four touchdowns. 100* rush
yards, it's starting to get a
little old.
2. Chad Johnson:
"Ocho Cinco" was big for

By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

Man I efeld tied fot the team high in
rebounds with live. I he Falcons were
also able to hold the Big Bed to 31.7-

Assistant Sports Editor

Team play and sharing the ball themed
Saturday's game as the BGSU men's
basketball team made light work of
Denison University 89-52.
A sparse crowd of 1.575 came out to
see the young Falcons begin theii sea
sun. i he) witnessed a sound defensive
performance and balanced offensive
attack by tin' Falcons,
I out players scored in double digits
for BG and everyone who saw minutes
scored. Martin Samarco and Brian
Moten each scored 15 for the Falcons,
Erik Marschall added 13 and Ryan
Sims had a productive debut with 12.
Sims cracked the starting lineup in
his first career game.
"With this being my first game I
just wanted to bring a lot to the table."
Sims said. "You have to keep the game
intense. Make turnovers, be all over
the ball."
Defensively, the Falcons forced
24 turnovers resulting in 2!) points.
Brian Guerin and Darryl Clements
each bad three steals. Clements and

perceni shooting.
BG also did a good jobol getting out
on the break. They outscored Denison
21-0 in fast break points, which was
highlighted by a breakaway slam dunk
by Ryne Hamblet early in the second
half that had the crowd on its feet.
"Every time J OU are in a game you're
just trying to make something happen, get the crowd into it. get the team
Into it." Sims said. "That's basically
what got us the big lead early."
At the stiu i of the game, the Falcons
seemed to shy away from their expected game plan. Dentson's tallest players
were both 6 feel 6 inches. That would
be a good reason to go inside to 6-foot11-inch Matt l.efeld. but the Falcons
first three shots were three pointers.
Samarco and Dusan Radivojevic each
had a miss before Ryan Sims con
nectedon the third lor the games Mist
points. Dakich was somewhat perturbed by the choice to shoot threes
See HENS | Page 9

Ifdefensewinschampionships, then the
Falcons are oil to a heckol a start on the
road to another MAC Championship,
Alter an offseason full of hard work,

hunger and high expectations, BG made
a statement against Detroit-Mercy in a

68-37 victory.
with a stout defensive performance,
tin' falcons held Detroit to a meager
24.5 percent shooting for the night.
"We wanted to tone them to make

shots, said BG coach Curl Miller. "We
waul people In have to work very hard
to make shots against us. And certainly, we did a good job of making DIM roil
work, and did not allow (hem to make

very man) shots,
Detroit-native lasmine McCall had a
VBT) active night on both ends. She bad
four steals to go with four assists and a
pair of boards. Her defensive prowess
provided a spark oil the bench on the

defensive end for the Falcons.
"I thought lasmine McCall may
have played the best game of her
BGSU career tonight," Miller said.

"She played with a composure that
we didn't always see during her freshman year, had some nice passes and
was disruptive In the passing lanes

on defense,
The Titans woes began late In the
lirst hall — the last Held goal they c (inverted was at the 7:112 mark. That was
a three-pointer by Kandace Evans thai
brought the Titans within five at 21-16.
fhe icst of the half was not so kind to
I letroit, which was only able to convert
three free throws the rest of the way to
make it 37-19 at the break after a 16-3
I ale (ins run.
The falcons were also helped out by
21 points off of 25 Detroit turnovers.
The Titans only scored two points off
the 13 Falcon turnovers. BG also outscored Detroit in the paint 26-10 and
8-4 on the fast break.
"It is always fun to get some 'eas)
points," said forward Megan Thorburn.
"We knew we had lo increase the intensity, and once you get one [transition
baskell, they can just keep coming.
We mainly just tried to push the ball
SeeWOMENS|Page9

fantasy owners with 260
receiving yards and two TDs.
but not big enough for the
Bengals, who lost yet again.

Hockey swept by Irish over weekend

3. Carson Palmer:
The third player from the
90-point. no defense shoot-

By Chaysc H.ld
Reporter

out, Palmer threw for an
astounding 440 yards on
51 completions in a losing
effort

4. Philip Rivers:
Seeing a trend yet? Rivers
passed for 537 yards in a
game which tallied nearly
1,000 yards of total offense.

5. Willie Parker: The
one player who isn't a Bengal

The BGSU hockey team came
home from South Bend with a
bitter taste in its mouth alter I he
I ale cms lost twice to No. 9 Notre
Dame nvei the weekend.
BG was unable to capitalize
on enough scoring chances
while the Irish cashed in on
theirs, resulting in a 5-2 decision on Friday and a 4-0 result
on Saturday. The losses drop t he
Falcons' record to 3-6-1 overall
and 1-5-0 In CCHA play.

"I thought we did some good
things, but Notre Dame is a very
confident, veteran team right
now and they're 11\ ing," said B( i
COach Scott Paluch. "You've got
to score goals and play a real
good game to beat them. We
played well, but we just weren't
good enough to win."
The Falcons went into the
third period of Friday's game
tied with the Irish (8-1-1. 3-0-1)
at two goals apiece. Three third
period Irish goals scored in a
span of 12 minutes proved to
be the difference, however, as

Notre Dame captured the first
of four regular-season meetings
between the teams this year.
BG was able to strike first
at the 10:14 mark of the first
period with defenseman Kevin
Schmidt scoring his lirst goal of
the season.
After two Irish goals put the
game at 2-1, forward Tomas
Petruska (4) tied the game at the
6:24 mark ol the second period
before Notre1 Dame ran away
with the game in the third.
See HOCKEY | Page 9

or Charger on this list.
Parker ran for 215 yards and
scored 2 TDs for the
Steelers.

Volleyball team secures third seed in tournament
By Adam Miezin
Reporter

The BG women's volleyball
team already knew their

destiny for next weekend's
Mid-American Tournament.
A f ter defeat ing Kent State Friday
night, they found out that there
was no way to catch Ohio in
the standings.
The games still
'^
must go on though,
^^
as BGSU closed out
the season the same

way it started — with a

3-0 loss to a nationally-ranked
team. This time, Ohio dominated BGSU in their second meeting of the season after a classic
first match in late October.
The Falcons began the weekend knowing that the odds of
winning a share of the MAC
East division title or MAG regular season conference title were
slim. But the team did not let
that bother them as they swept
Kent State on the road by a score
of 30-22, 30-24, 30-16. That gave
the Falcons their second sweep
over Kent State for the season.

t

"I thought we played really
well against KSU," said BGs
Stephanie Swiger. "We hit the
hall real hard and played good
defense. If we stay focused and
do what we do well, we will be
able to rely on our defense and
blocking like tonight."
BGSU came roaring out of
the gate and took control of the
first game with a 10-2 lead. The
Golden Flashes got it as close as
six points twice, but never found
themselves able to recover from
SeeVBALL|Paoe9

Swimmers fall to Ball State, show
improvement in home loss
By Josh Narotsky
Reporter

The BGSU women's swimming
team fell to Ball State by a score
of 110-190 on Saturday.
Although the team was not
victorious, there were many
strong individual performances b) the falcons. One of the
strongest came from senior cocaptian Caroline Keating, who
won the 1000 yard freestyle in
10.30.68, and then managed
lo finish third In the 200 yard
freestyle, which occurred right
alter the 1000, with a time of
1.57.25.
"I was really impressed with
t aiolinevvinningthe lOOOand
then racing in the 200 right
after that." said BG coach Keri
Buff. "The 1000 is a very tiring race, so the 200 was really
tough for her."
Keating, in addition to her
first place finish in the 1000,
finished first in the 500 yard
freestyle, recording a time
of 5.10. 08. Her two first
place finishes lead the team
in that category.
Another notable performance came from freshman
Frankie llouck, who recorded a time of 24.73 in the 50
yard freestyle to earn her
first individual win at the

"I've been training
really hard, so I was
glad to get my first
individual win."
Frankie Houck | BG Swimmer

collegiate level.
"I was really pleased with
my performance." llouck said.
"I've been training really hard,
so I was glad to get my first
individual win."
llouck was also part of the
quartet that won the 200 yard
medley relay. 1 louck teamed up
with Alisha Yee, Chelsea Lopus
and Meg Richardson to win
the 200 with a time of 1.47.89.
Yee also had a strong meet,
winning the 400 yard backstroke with a time of 4.33.21.
Yee also finished second in the
100 yard backstroke and 200
yard butterfly.
"I thought that Alisha really
stepped up her performance,"
Buff said. "She's really been
working hard, and it's showed
during the meets."
In diving action, Ashley
Belrose placed third off the
three meter board.
Despite the loss, the team
SeeSWIM|Page9
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HOCKEY
From Page 8
Todd Mrllralh (3), Jonathan
Matsumoto (8) and Derek
Whitmore (3) recorded assists
for BG. Goalie Eddie Neville (13-1) stopped 28 out of 33 Notre
Dune shots on goal.
Noire Dame scored three
goals on the power play while
BG WITH 0-5 leu the game.
For Ihe weekend, the Falcons
were held scoreless on all II
of their chances with an extra
attacker.
"I thought we did a good job
for two periods.' Paluch said,
"We got ourselves in position
(o make the plays to win the

game, bui we dldn'i do thai
and Noire Dame did. We did
a lot of necessary things bul ii
got away from us in the third.*
in Saturday's action, BG
was held scoreless foi the sec
ond lime this season as Notre
Dame'sdefensewasable to limit
an) serious scoring threats In
the i alcons. The shutout was
Irish goahender David Brown's
third career blanking of BG.
i lie Irish were able to
SCOre twice in Ihe lirst period .incl once in each of the
final two periods for the
four goal victoi y.
The Falconsoulshol die Irish
28-26 on the nighl bul failed to
finish anj chances In from ol
the net,

"Pucks just weren't bouncing
our u.i\... we had some good

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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opportunities, some shots on

From Page 8

net. bul rehounds were going

the bad start.
Ihe falcons continued to
show hot streaks as they scored
seven straight point- early in
the set ond game to take anolh
er lead. I he two team- battled
back and forth throughout, bul
HI.SI I (lid not lei their lead slip
away. I hey fought off five consecutive KSU point- thai (Ul
their lead to 26 23 and held on
to lead 2-0 at halftime.
Ihe
Falcons
produced
another masterpiece -lail in
third game. After taking an
earl) 11-3 lead, they never let
KSU get into the game as they

the opposite way we were,
said HI. team captain \iii had
Hodgson 'Well,id (he chances,
but just couldn't bur) them.'
rhe closes! BG came to
scoring was when Matsumoto
appeared to cut the Notre
I lame lead in hall wilh agoalas
time expired in the first period.
I In- officials reviewed the goal
and ruled after video replay

that there was no goal.
lunim Spratl (2-3-0) had ?l
saves in net for the Falcons
I his weekend BG hosts
league foe i ihio State in a pair
ol games ai ihe Ice .

had runs of four and five points
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From Page 8

From Page 8

instead ol go inside.
"I wanted it inside because
you can always get a quick
three.'' Dakich said.
Ihe
only guy I want taking a
quick three is Martin. We
were going to have a size
advantage, more big guys, so
don't take the Hrsi available
three, mine the basketball
around. Go from there."

was still pleased with their overall performance,
"We really performed better al
home," Keating said. "Our long
term goal is to be ready for the
MAC championship meets."
Buff added thai Ihe learn is
actively preparing for the Ohio
State hnilalional Deccmbei I 3
"We're really working hard
— the OSU meet has been
circled on out calendar for a
while," Buff said. "We'regoing
to wear out last suits for that
meet, so I'm hoping to see
some time drops

KG outscored Denison
15 HI In the paint. I eleld
scored six. while Ireshmen
Mark I arson and t Hi- I'olk
each added a pair. I arson

to finish the blowout.
While btiSIJ's final results
were similar iii all three game-.
ihe stats showed three different teams on offense. In the lirst

also blocked tun shots to
keep the Falcons in control
ol tin' paint.
Moten pointed out that
if the big men plax well,
the falcons strategy will be
mini- successful,
"We air 11\ nig to woik on
playing from the inside out.
ami that bee- up our shunt
ers like lius.ui |Radivoje\ic
and Mai tin Samarco who
can reall) knock it down."
he said.
Brian I Idei led ihe way
lor Denison with 12 points.
going 'i in from ihe free
throw line mi the day.
Dan fiodgkinson added 11
points and si\ boards loi

game. BGSU hit .464 with 16 kills
and onh three errors. I hex committed lout errors In game two
with 16 kills but only hit .324. The
third game saw onh 13 kills with
five errors and a less efficient
.235 billing percentage.
i oii ic Mills led the team in
kills with 12 while four others
produced at least six kills. Mills
hit .429 on offense, followed by
Swiger with 500 and Meghan
Moht hitting.727.ChrissyGothke
led the team with :il assists and
Chdsey Meek contributed BGSU
II) digs.

"We played well without
Madeline Means and out adjust

the Big Red.

Upsets create BCS shake-up
By Ralph D. Russo
The Associated Press

and California, lost.
Bolstered b) a 15 10 \ ic ten \

oxer Oregon, the Irojans have
NEW
voifk
Southern
California bounced back in
the Bowl ( hampionship scries
standings
The Trojans were in third
place, right behind Ohio Slate
and Michigan, in I he standings
released yesterday, returning
to i he spin they held before los
ing three weeks ago. Southern
California had a slight lead
over fourth-place Florida,
and Notre Dame, unbeaten
Rutgers and \i kans.is also
were (lose behind.
When
first-place
Ohio
State (11-0) and second place
Michigan i II Hi plax Saturday
it'll mark the latest in the tegular season the top tWO teams in
the KCS standings have met.

rebounded with a 111 S axel
age ol £699. I hex mined up to
third in the Harris Interactive
poll and fourth in the coaches'
poll
each count foi a third ol
the lies average. I he computer
ranking- that account foi the
final third have DSC fourth.
Bul Irojans aren't in the dear
from the competition. I lorida's
isi S average is .849
I he Gators and rtojans are
nearly even inthepollsand both
have some tough games left on

Ian. 8 in Glendale, Ariz.
use was in the top three In

the schedule, i h< Gators plaj
at Florida state iii txxo weeks
and have alread) sei tired a spot
in the Southeastern Conference
title game, where Arkansas is
the most likely opponent on
Dec. 2 in Atlanta. USCplaysCal
on Saturda) and Notre Dame
the week after.
rhe Fighting Irish .81!
now in position to secure an

I he lirst ixwilit S standings with
Ohio Stale and Michigan, and
appeared in control of its destiny in the race to the national
title game. Then the Irojans
were upset al Oregon State, 13
31 on Oct. 28. and tumbled oul
of the top five.
But last week, four teams
that were ahead of DSC in

automatic bid to oneol the five
BCS games, even il they don't
reach the title game. Notre
Dame needs a. finish in the top
eight in the final Bt IS standings
for automatic entrj \ top 12
finish makes the Irish eligible
foi selection,
sixth place Urn
beat Louisville 28 25 last

The winner will virtually clinch
a spol In the IICS title game on

the last BCS standings,
Louisville, Auburn, Texas

BCS

,.jelO

JASON T0WLEH
BATH TIME:

aftei
i e, 28-25

mem to thai lineup was alt e,"
Swiger said. "It has been hard
the way we had been playing but
hopeful!) we have fixed things."
Ill.SU tried lo keep that

(helsey Meek led the team in
digs again wilh 19.
"The match wilh OIJ was disappointing," Swiger said. "Wc
were a step slow and very streaky
against them. We could not get
anything going and had problems all night. We know that we
must play much better against
them lo heat them next weekend
il we play again "
Domek echoed her teamin. HIS sentiments.
"We did not have Ihe fire wilh
usagamsiIIII Ilomeksaid."The
past couple ol losses have been
lough and emotional. They serve
as a wake up call and we know
that must play well on Friday to
keep Ihe season alive."

momentum going into Saturda)
when they met No. 19 Ohio.
The game was meaningless in
the standings, but held more
meaning on ihe floor. Ohio beat
BGSU in a highly competitive
match earlier in the year and
Ihe I alt (ins were Irving lo make
their mark against the best in
the MAI .
I he Falcons were not able to
stay with the MAC regular season
champions as they were defeated
in three games In a score of 30-

19, 30-26, 30-ia BGSU finished
the season 21 5 overall and 13-

On Friday; BGSU will begin
its run in the MAC Inurnanieni
as they will play the winner
of Ball Stale Bull.do match,
played on luesday nighl in the
Quaterfinals. The match and
the tournament will be held at
the SeaGate Centre in Toledo.
I he match will start at 1:30
p.m. Students tickets are S6 for
the match,
"We need to he louder when
the tournament comes and play
with mole emotion,' Domek
said. "We need to have a good
week ol practice and loins on
the things we have been strug
glingwith.
I hciearenninagictricksihai
we can learn in a week so we
must get back to doing what has
gotten us to this point" swiget
said. Ihe losse. have kept US
hungry and we are hungry to
win the \l \(

3 in the M \l . I hat record was
good enough lo earn the third
seed in Ihe MAC Ioiirnamenl
next week.
The team only hit .185 for the
match and saw the opposite of
what was happening from the
night before. 1 he) feUdowneart)
and could not rccovci against
a very good team. Ohio led
throughout the game and never
let BGSU put together a run like
the) did much of Friday.
BGSU had a chance to claim
game two as they led late, but
errors cost Ihe team a chance in
the end.
I he I alcons had one blight
spol with Ihe play of Swiger.
She hit .3211 wilh li kills to lead
the team in defeat. Gothke also
turned in a productive perfoi
mance with 6 kills, hit 385 and
led the learn with 24 assists.

W0MENS

their depth able net the team
out ol tight spots.
"I knew thai we could plax as
a team, xxith a little more intensity, I him said li was a little
dead out there, and I just tried
to pun idea spark '
The leading scorers for BO
were All Mann and Carin Home
who each had II pointsdespite
shooting a combined 5-15
I horburn chipped in ID points
and li/ lloncggcr added nine
loi BG.
rixnn had eight boards and

From Page 8
up the Hour. I hats always our
main focus
push the ball and
make smart passes
lid's depth was another
aspect thai helped their ease.
I heir bench outscored the
liians bench 25-4. Leading
the wax for the reserves were
Whitney laxloi with It) points
and Amber I■Ixnii with nine.
I crlainly. the play of our
bench, between Vmber llynnl.
Whitney ITaylor] and |azz
[McCalll gave us a huge lilt In
the first half* Miller said." I hex
really got us going."
bench plax. will be oneol lid's
Strong points this season, with

Home had six Despite the greai
defensive performance, the
Falcons only out-rebounded
the ntans 39-36.
lie; is in South Bend tonight
for a 7 p.m. game against
Notre Dame.

Make us your FIRST CHOICE ana find your FIRST CHOICE;
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
2007

STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses Er Apartments
in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
I nc.iic(I Across I iinn lucci Hell.

RENTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturda} - 8:30 in 5:00
x\ xxxi.johnnexxloxerealestale.com

2006 NORTHWEST OHIO

Technology

EVENTS
INCLUDE:

• vendor area
showcasing
over 55 vendors
• drawings
throughout
Bowen-Thompson Student Union | the day for
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
technologyrelated products
BGSU campus technology
•
high
school
providers, national, regional
Web contest
and local businesses

E^|||r" Wednesday, Nov. 15
■ OW1
10 a.m.-3 p.m.

will showcase their services
and innovations.

A>

II I I

nm

AUTUMN HARVEST LUNCH

Bowling Green State University
Office of the CIO, Student Technology Center
www.bgsu.edu/offlcesJcio/studenttech/techfair/

Come see what we
have to offer!
Mid Am Manor
Ml Third St.
7(12 Third St
S.1M Fount si

7.1(1 Scon Hamilton

:■ i

• product
demonstration

BGSU.

Charleston n Apts
710 Scon Hamilton

II II

AT MCDONALD DINING CENTER
ENTREES
Steamship Round
Roasl Heel

-Roast Pork with Apple Chutney
■Herb Roasted Chicken Breast
-Stuffed Portobello Mushrooms
-Butterfly Shrimp

NOVEMBER14TH, 2006
1100 AM - 3:00 PM

SIDES
-Stovetop Stuffing
-Gravy
-Roasted Garlic Whipped
Potatoes
-Fresh Green Beans
-Com

-Sweel Potato Casserole

iinagement
llnusc* AmilaMt'
.lu.i' in mmpus

<'all io make an appointment todayl
Mid Am Management
Ml third 114 BO
,
352-4380
niicl.nn<"U'ri/nn.nc-l

-Pumpkin Cheesecake
-Pectin Bars
-Carmel Apple Pie
-Chocolate Mousse Tart lei

Nancy's Lemon Dessert

SOUP
-French Onion Soup
-Light Vegetable

SPORTS

10 Monday. Nowmba 15,2006

BCS

earn automatic entry to the

BCS standings

HIS, in a top 16 finish will do

From Page 9
Thursday t" remain undefeai
i'il. but the S< arlei Knights are
still stuck behind use. Florida
.mil Notre Dame, .ill with one
loss. The computers love the
Knights, though, I he computer ratings hove Rutgers second
behind Michigan ami ahead
of Ohio State,
Arkansas (.751)71 can
i linen the SEC West division
by beating Mississippi State
mi Saturday.
Boise State also took a gig
niflcanl step forward In the
latest BCS standings. Che
undefeated lironcosmoudup
two spots to 12th place. They
need to finish in the top 12 to

BG
NEWS
Classified Ads

,i~ long as they're ahead of one
oi the six conference champs
with automatic bids.
Wake I ores) was the highest ranked Atlantic toast
Conference team in Kith place
in this weeks BCS standings,
The Broncos ol the Western
Athletic Conference would
likely end up in the I lestaBowl

Games through Nov. 12
RK TEAM
1

2 Michigan

9735

3 USC

.8699

4 Flond.l

.8495

5 Notre Dams

8193

6 Rutgers

.7866

7 Arkansas

.7567

conferences to play in thebigmonej bowls. Utah from the
Mountain West Conference
was the first in 2004.

9 Wisconsin

8 West Virginia

6575

10 Louisville

.6408

11

.6028

LSU

.5541

courtesy of the Bowl
t hampionshlp Set les and

13 Texas

.5169

14 Auburn

.4678

the Associated 1'iesv

15 California

4391

BCS

standings

Travel

Wanted

ftLSprlng Break Website! Low puces guaranteed. Group discounts
lor
6* Book 20 people, get 3 tree trips1
www.Sprin9BreakDisc0unts.com
or 800 838-8202.

Needs more tickets
lor December graduation
Call Jen at 419-352-7591

419-372-6977

Services Offered

Subleaser wanted tor Spr. 8 or Smr
semesters 5 bdrm. house, across
from campus. $290 mo. Call 419303-8793.

■

■

Individual

D

lean] orit

*s
III. Otht*.
IMIUI

Pregnant? Confidential, tree & professional testing BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673.
Personals

It tamaiory,

■

r rwnu an

Travel
Spring Break 2007 Celebration
20th
Anniversary w Sun Splash Tours.
Free trip on every 12 before Nov. 1
Free Meals 8, Parties. Hottest Deals
Ever. Group Discounts on 6*.Hottest Spring Break Destinations. 1 800-426-7710 sunsnlashtours com
Travel with STS to this year's top 10
Spring Break destinations! Best
deals guaranteed' Highest rep commissions. Visit www.ststravel.com or
call 1-800-648-4849 Great group
discounts.

Subleaser wanted 1 bedroom,
turnished. $290 mo. & utilities.
Block oH campus. 419-343-8261

Help Wanted

ll.lHK
iliMiininiui- oi i.i i-i
nidi .is tin i

Flu Shots Available
Walk-in appointments only available
to students, faculty, stall, alumni,
and spouses in the Glass Hallway ot
McDonald Hall Monday. November
13. 11:00am-3pm. $22 cash, check
or bursar.

Wanted
1 temale tor Spring 2007. Close to
campus:506 N. Enterprise. $316 mo
Call tor more into 440-724-9398.
i rmte. needed tor Campbell Hill.
Jan. until May. $240 mo.
Call Alissa 419-270-7491.
SOPHOMORES JUNIORS CH St
NtORS to participate in a study on
campus involving reasoning in different contexts Receive up to $15 tor
participating! Call or email tor more
into. 372-4338 olauren@bgsu.edu

(BARTENDING! up to $300'day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per week. May be used lor Internship Credit 866-275-2782
Housekeepingxleaning. Highly motivated person to clean & keep house
twice per week in Perrysburg. Call
Betsy 419-490-6212.
Established Public Relations firm
seeks to till ENTRY LEVEL position
Qualified candidates wilt have interest m PR/Communications and be
sell-starter. Duties will include registering people to vote for. or against.
state alcohol sales issue. $10 hr. includes additional performance bonus. Call 866-666-6995.

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.
Amenities included in many of our houses:

-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
20
21
25

.6428

12 Boise State

I")

brought to you by

9765

playing the Big 12 champion if
they can become the second
team from outside the DCS

["op

The Daily Crossword
Fix DAfOR
hrnuaht to vou bv LX>-WV^ I

„-AVG.

OhioS:

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Furnished or unfurnished

-

Air conditioning

Washer and Dryer

-

Gas log fireplaces

Garbage disposal, dishwasher

-

1-2 blocks from campus

Large yards
1 and 2 car garages

-

May or August leases available
Microwaves

Full basements

-

Walk in closets

ACROSS
1
5
8
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
22
23
24
26
29
31
32
34
38
41
43
44

November 14th. 11:00 3:00
Harvest Celebration @ McDonald

K

Tax collector
Truman's birthplace
British bank note
Female graduate
Frequently
Warrick of the NFL
4-in-a-row in tux shirt accessory
Hunter of stars
Narrow cut
Press
Knot again
Present!
Rivulet
Put forth effort
Gallery display
Runner Zatopek

*

Si MM Ml* •MllH«

<<www.ilacor.net
or call 410.352.3568
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Now Hiring!
For those who love to interact with
people, demonstrate their creativity
and deal with something fresh, different and challenging every day.
this is the job for you! Wood Lane
Residential Services. Inc. is hiring
full-time, part-time & subs tor all positions to assist adults with disabilities with daily living skills in a group
home setting. $8.50S13.l8.hr.
based on experience. No experience necessary. High sctioo! diploma GED & acceptable driving record
req'd. Obtain application packet
Irom Wood County Board ol MR:
DD, 11160EastGypsyLaneRd.Bowling Green. Ent. B. Monday-Friday.
8:00am-4:30pm. Or download an
application packet at www.woodlane
_EEO Employer.

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

07 - '08 School Year.
Listings available car1yrentals.com
or 316 E. Merry »3

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers and cooks.
419-352-7070.
Part time Sales Position.
15-20 hours per week.
Apply within Hennghaus Furniture.
991 S Main.BG 419-352-8147

2 Bedroom - 420 S. Summit
$460 • utilities
AC. DW. quiet area
419-352-8917
3 bdrm. house, 1 block from shuttle.
Garage. A/C. WD hookup. NO
PETS. $750 8 util. 419-353-8208

Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers'hosts. hostesses

6 bdrm., up to 8 unrelated.
Available May 07. 916 Third St

/Cf|fcCA
Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008

)

419-893-2290
465 W Dussel Dr. Maumee
Located in Suffolk Square.
For Rent
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
8 25' TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520

WYyw.bucKeyeinnana'stu.dios.corp
$465 per mo . 1 bdrm. eftic. Util. incl
Close to campus & downtown Avail.
Jan. 1. 2007. 740-334-1720.
" Lg. 1 bedrm. apt., also rooms
Avail. Now 8or 1st ol year . 2
bdrm 1 1/07. 07-08 S.Y. 8 all listings 24/7 @ cartyrentals.com or call
353-0325
07 ■ 08 School Year
1.2 8 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419-354-9740.
1 bdrm. house on 7th St. Flex.
lease
No util. Avail Jan. 1st $420 month.
419-287-4337.

Menu Items Include:
EtffV' 1
Evergreen Apts.
21SE.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute W3lk to campus!

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

Call 419-308-2676.
2 rooms lor rent avail, now.'1st of
year thru May 15. $250 per month.
126 S. College Call 440-476-3284.
Copper Beech Town Homes Single
unit apt. looking for 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr. Sem. Fully furn.
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
W/D. A/C. central heat, breakfast
bar, hi-spd. cable 8 internet incld in
rent. $650 mo 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu
Great houses 8 location. 3-5 bdrm,
air, app, washer/dryer, lots ol prkg,
garage, Irg. yards. Leases beginning
May 8 August '07. 419-353-7374.
House avail, immed 3 bdrm., 2 bathcentral air, washer/dryer hook-up.
lenced in yard. Call 419-494-9509.
Houses/Apis for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
www.bgaDartments.com
Quiet tenants preletred

1 -2 bedroom
Available Jan.. 2 - 07 to May 07
326 Leroy. 419-308-2676.

Lrg. 1 bdrm apt. 234 1/2 S. College.
1 1/2 block from campus. $360 per
month, spring thru summer.Call 978273-2243.

2 bdrm. furnished apt. w/ gas fireplace. Located next to water tower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239.

Newly renovated 2 bdrm apt. on 4th
Street $525 a month + util. 419-4091110 or 419-352-4456.

2 bdrm. unfurn. apt. 139 S College.
Lease 1 yr (5-15-07-5-10-08) $600
per mo. incl. util.. dep. req. 419348-3134

Roommates Needed,
$300
419-353-5100.

{^~a*m//\ {CSi*
Findlay Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk Portage, OH
Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at S475/mo. * Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

-Roast Turkey/Ham
Mashed Potatoes and Gravy
-Stuffed Acorn Squash
-Green Bean Casserole
-Sweet Potatoes
-Dressing
-Corn
-Pumpkin Cheesecake
-Pumpkin Pie
-And Much More!
(Check your dining facility for complete menu)

i'.

1

s u
d n

.

HTERnETJERVKEJ

HillsdaleApts.
1082 Fairvicw Ave.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

November 16th. 4:30 7:30
Harvest Dinner @ the Buffet at Commons

ANSWERS

'

HIGH SPEED D
529.95/.AAONT

November 8th. 4:30 - 8:00
Harvest Dinner @ Kreischer
-November 13th. 4:30 7:00
Harvest Dinner @ Founders

63
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

LL

■

Starting First Week of
November
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com

HARVEST EVENTS

40
46
47
49
52
55
57
58

Alone at a party
In the past
Lighting devices
Roughly
HaieorAlda
Concerning
Actor LeBlanc
Displacement
Twenty
4-m-a-row in major loss
Profound
"The Lost Galleon" poet
Throngs
Big name in fashion
One-celled animal
Chou En-_
Irene of "Fame"
Last Greek letter
1990-91 hostilities
Brighten
"Kate &
"
Thought

Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

3-5 People allowed dependin on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 52-0717
vsww.greenbriarrcntals.com GREENBMAR, INC.

26
27
28
30
33
35
36
37
39

Vague amount
Ambush
Wine region of Italy
Capturing exclamation
In the air
Listened (to)
SSS designation
Vegas lead-in
4-in-a-row in network genre
Bellowed like Bossy
Liquefy
Strides
habit
USA part
42 Produce milk
Tribe of Israel
45
More whimsical
Common article
48 Buddy
Double-reed wood50 That woman
wind
51 Make certain
Pond floater
52 Be nuts about
Actor Julia
53 Trademark yarn
Paper factory
54 Join forces
Armor crusher
56 Coquette
Operatic song
59 Workplace injury grp
LaSalleof "E.R."
60 Cut back
Wise mentor
61 Citrus hybrid
Church area
62 Computer giant
4-in-a-row in movie
64 Angler's entangler
genre
Disengage from a

I

MI

rHRSTATI-: l)HI\ I
i-,'i <nriieri»fl--5andRlaa4

Simply styling.our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots ol style lor a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Unfurn. eft. apt, 139 S. College.
Lease 1 yr. (5-15-07-5-10-08) $320
mo. Incl. util. dep req. 419-348-3134

All STADIUM SEATING

I'..,

,..,,,,, available fi.r birthday
|,.Hlr...r..„.II »..,„|,.
< all for ml
i
i,

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
Advance Tickets lor Happy Feet and
Casino Royale Are now Available
THE R(TURN|PG-13|
1 10 3 30 7 309:50
A GOOD YEAR (P0-13I 1 45 4 30 7 009:50
• STRANGER THAN FICTION (PIS-131
100
3:50 7:0510:00
BORATim
1 153:20 525 7 309:35
FLUSHED AWAY(PC}t 001 25 3 05 3 35 5 10
5:407 159:20
THE SANTA CLAUSE 3 THE ESCAPE CLAUSElG)
1:003:15530 7:45 10:00
SAW III(R) 1 30 4 15 7 00 7 30 9 30 1000
FLAGS OF OUR FATHERSHI I 20 4 10 7:109:50
THE PRESTIGE IPG-13) 1:454:30 7059:40
MAN OF THE YEARlPS-131 1 20 4 30 7 10 9 45
EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH IPG-131 7 30 9 40
0PENSEAS0NIPCI
1 103 20 5:20

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT
•MUTMIHTS

N

'A'II t/Am />
MilMHt miXMUYAM SMTS.AIIMIOV.MI.50
ntUMV-WnDAY ALL MEATS, ALL SHOWS XX JO

ALL THE KING'S MEN IPG-131
7:00 9.30
GRIDIRON GANG (PG-13|
7:00 9:30
THE COVENANT IPS-13I
7:20 9:30
TALLADEGA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBYiPC-131
7:009:20
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: DEAD MAN'S
CHEST (P0-13I
730
CLICK (PG-13)
7.10920

CT

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 til*

